
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Daily Space and Community Host HubAngels (minimum 20%) 
 
Are you interested in joining a community of entrepreneurial change-makers? Are 
you friendly, eager to connect with other people and not afraid to get your hands 
dirty? As a Daily Host, you are committed to space and people hosting on site at our 
new coworking and event space in Dreispitz in Basel with at least one shift per week. 
 
As a daily host, you’re the beating heart of Impact Hub Basel! You will be hosting our 
space and supporting us in creating a pleasant and inviting atmosphere for our 
members and visitors. We’re looking for multiple hosts to share the daily hosting 
shifts in exchange for a Community Membership. 
 
Space hosting responsibilities include: 

• opening or closing the locations 
• keeping the space tidy and functional 
• and making sure that the coffee keeps flowing 

 
As a people host, you are an important ambassador for Impact Hub Basel: 

• welcoming newcomers 
• giving tours 
• helping members find their way around 
• and creating an open and collaborative atmosphere where people feel 

encouraged to connect 
 
Your Talents 
 
As a Daily Host HubAngel, you are the face to our community. To master this 
challenge, you are 

• an outgoing and communicative personality (you offer your help when people 
seem lost) 

• able to communicate basics in German and English (you can use your hands 
and feet as support) 

• proactive and dutiful (you’re proud of every issue that is solved right away 
instead of tomorrow) 

• well organized and able to improvise (you always know what to do even if you 
don’t know the answer right now) 

• passionate about the UN Sustainable Development Goals and related topics, 
such as health and wellbeing, future of work, tech for good, circular economy, 
sustainable production and consumption, education and gender equality. 

• reliable (you’re on time, you communicate your absence in advance and 
organise a deputy when you’re sick) 

• able to commit to 1 day per week for at least 4 months 


